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Chapter One

Quants Rule the World
Introduction






Here are the top reasons
for doing so…

Correlations vs. Causality
1

Customer Anthropology
2

White Spaces
3



What Your Customer
Effort Score Misses
4

Emotions & Unarticulated Needs
5

Product Development & Boardroom Impact
6

Chapter Two

Beyond the Spreadsheet

One concerning trend we have found with
market research practitioners recently is the
tendency to “quantify” qualitative data by
creating spreadsheets, tables and graphs.

The paradox of qual and quant data

Here are some guidelines for companies dealing with this
quandary:
1

COMBINE QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE DATA INTO A “TRUST BUT VERIFY” PROCESS
Use quantitative techniques to generate, collect and analyze large data sets with small margins of error, then layer that with a
smaller qualitative phase to verify the findings and for open ended exploration to go beyond the comfort zone of the
quantitative data in your spreadsheets and charts.

2

APPLY DEEP LEARNING TO YOUR QUALITATIVE METHODS
Deep learning or hierarchical learning is an offshoot of machine learning used to mine big data for customer insights. The
same approach can be used for qualitative group or individual interviews. Since quantitative data collection has become
easier and more cost effective to obtain in recent years, your qualitative agenda or discussion guide can skip a lot of questions
(by moving these into the quantitative component) and dive deeper into customer needs and motivations. We discussed this
technique further in our blog post titled “The 'UnFocus' Focus Group”.

3

4

5

ENGAGE INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS FIRST-HAND AND EARLY
As mentioned above, one reason why companies quantify qual data is to make it more consumable for internal stakeholders
who are increasingly becoming more quantitatively driven in an era of big data and more skeptical of data that isn’t quantified.
There is an alternative, as practiced by Intel who ranked number 3 on last year’s Management Top 250. According to their
Chief Strategy Officer, Intel engages technical personnel in early client meetings along with their sales reps to provide the
former with firsthand exposure to customer challenges and unarticulated needs. Providing live and in-person exposure versus
merely sharing qualitative data reports goes a long way towards creating a culture that appreciates the value of qualitative
insights.
PRACTICE CUSTOMER ANTHROPOLOGY
In-home and office on-site visits are an invaluable tool for
companies to further their learning about customer
behaviors and unmet needs and for verifying product
designers’ assumptions about how customers use their
products. As the Gillette brand mangers found by
watching men shave at home, the average shave involves
100 strokes versus the 30 reported in surveys.

RECEIVE POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE
No connection to the 90’s Meryl Streep movie, but
marketers and market researchers frequently draw artificial
boundaries on their topics of investigation for qualitative
research. For example: “We are investigating how you use
email at work” versus “how you communicate with others”
or “how you use your microwave to heat food versus “how
you solve the problem of feeding yourself and/or your
family when pressed for time”. At the edge of your
question lie unexplored and potentially unexploited
opportunities for extensibility of your core product!

Chapter Three

Innovating at the Edge of Customer Experience
In this final chapter,
we explore the
value of qualitative
data in creating
innovation,
illustrated by a case
study from our
research work.

Be open to disruptive breakthrough ideas
There are key differences in how quantitative and qualitative data are
processed and compiled for consumption, which in turn affect how
they are used within organizations:
In quantitative data collection and analysis, the innovation resides
within the data points on the spreadsheet. The data is neatly laid out in
rows, columns, and worksheets and there is a comfort level with
consuming and acting on the data. But if you look at the edge, you
there is nothing there.
By contrast, there is a lot at the edge in qualitative data. Let me
explain. In our data driven world, we are conditioned to quantify. We
look at data and our ingrained habit is to look for patterns; we want to
classify, to compile, to chart. And some of us do this with qualitative
data too, often ignoring details such as sample size. We also want to
get best of both worlds by doing a large as possible qualitative effort,
often a waste of time and resources. Good qualitative is not
contingent on sample size. Done right, it can be very time and cost
effective.
Avoid at all costs the tendency to classify and chart qualitative data.
View it as a separate track from your quantitative track and be open to
disruptive new breakthrough ideas that emerge even if they can't be
quantified at first.

STUDY

An example from our client work from a few years ago will illustrate. A casual games company that was floundering in their crowded
market space commissioned us to conduct qualitative research (focus groups and in-depth one-on-one interviews) with casual gamers
to elicit ideas for innovation to enable them to break away from increasing commoditization in their space.
We completed the research and analyzed the data. In addition to the usual analysis and reporting, we exercised our peripheral vision
and looked for unarticulated needs and breakthroughs at the edge of our data. We found that two participants, out of a total of about
60 people whose input we had obtained, expressed an unusual reason for playing casual games.
One was recovering from traumatic brain injury (TBI) from a recent automobile accident and the other wanted to maintain their brain
agility as they aged. These were not the motivations of the other 58 or so participants.
We presented these tangential findings to the company's leadership team under a section titled Peripheral Vision. We recommended
our client investigate this as an area of possible breakthrough innovation. The idea was rejected because it was based on two
respondents only (i.e., it was from the edge of our sampling frame). Both participants were older than their cohort of typical casual
gamers and the client’s leadership team surmised that the idea would not scale well to their younger counterparts. The upshot? Another
company, Lumosity, launched that very concept and is now a successful business with over 60 million paying users worldwide today
(average MRR, or monthly recurring revenue, of approx. $10 per user per month!). And there is no telling how acting on our insight from
the edge would have helped our casual gaming client break out of their commodity trap and create a new revenue stream.

Next Actions:
Here are questions to consider before you design your next market research or customer
insights initiative:
1. What strategic insights are at the edge of your spreadsheet?
2. Does your customer feedback process enable you to trap these?
3. Are you customer insights processes strictly quantitatively driven or do they facilitate
customer dialogue?
4. Do you have a mechanism for trapping your customers' unarticulated needs?
5. Is your management open to exploring ideas that are not derived from quantitative data?
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